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BEGINNER LANGUAGE ARTS ACTIVITY  
TELLING STORIES  

Telling stories was a big tradition for the enslaved families at Mount Vernon. A tradition is something 
that is passed down from generation to generation. They told stories about all kinds of things, including 
their beliefs and stories about where their families came from. Just like we do today, they passed down 
stories to children.  

Write a short story about an enslaved individual at Mount Vernon and their life at Mount Vernon, using 
what you learned during your visit. Use your imagination to fill in the information you do not know 
about this person and their life. The story builder below will help you organize your thoughts. When you 
are finished, share your story out loud! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Who is in your story? 

CHARACTERS 
Where does your story take 

place? 

SETTING 

How does your story begin? 

EVENTS 
What happens in the middle of 

your story? 

EVENTS 
How does your story end? 

EVENTS 

What it the title of your story? 

TITLE 
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BEGINNER SCIENCE ACTIVITY  
PUTTING TOGETHER THE PIECES 

Archeologists often find objects in the ground that were thrown away or have become broken over time. 
Even after putting them back together, they may still be missing pieces, and have to try and figure out 
what the object is without them. The objects below are examples of the types of objects archeologists 
have found near the slave quarters at Mount Vernon. Try and draw in the missing pieces of the objects 
below and write what you think they are.  
 
 
         I THINK THIS OBJECT IS….. 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                I THINK THIS OBJECT IS…. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

              I THINK THIS OBJECT IS…. 
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INTERMEDIATE LANGUAGE ARTS ACTIVITY  
COMPARING AND CONTRASTING  

The enslaved workers at Mount Vernon did a variety of jobs such as working in the Mansion as servants 
to the Washingtons, laboring in the fields of the outlying farms, and manufacturing goods such as tools, 
woodwork, and fabric. Using the Venn diagram below, compare and contrast what it was like to be an 
enslaved worker at Mount Vernon depending on the type of job one did. As you fill out your diagram 
consider the kind of jobs they did, where on the estate they lived and worked, what their responsibilities 
were, the kinds of skills they possessed, the challenges they faced, and if there were any pros or cons to 
doing one job over another. When you’re finished, answer the questions at the bottom.  

 

 
Reflection Questions:  
What are the things that all enslaved workers had in common? What are some things that made their 
experiences different? Is there a job that you think would be preferable to the others? Why or why not? 
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INTERMEDIATE SCIENCE ACTIVITY  
THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF YOU! 

By excavating the ground, archeologists find things that people threw away or left behind, what we 
might call trash. Using these objects, archeologists can learn about how those people lived.  

At Mount Vernon, archeologists have discovered a wide variety of artifacts where enslaved workers 
lived and worked. Ceramics, table utensils, tools, and personal items like tobacco pipes, buckles, and 
buttons all provide clues about how the enslaved community lived.  

If someone dug through your trash, what would they learn about you? Below, draw two examples of 
something that an archeologist would find in your trash. It could be food wrappers, broken toys, old 
papers, anything! Next, write what you think someone could learn about you from these artifacts.  

 
ARTIFACT #1:       This artifact shows that I… 
        

__________________________________ 
 
       __________________________________ 
 
       __________________________________ 
 
       __________________________________ 
 
       __________________________________ 
 
 
 
ARTIFACT #2:       This artifact shows that I… 
 
       __________________________________ 
      
       __________________________________ 
 
       __________________________________ 
 
       __________________________________ 
 
       __________________________________ 
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ADVANCED LANGUAGE ARTS ACTIVITY  
STUDYING THE 1799 SLAVE CENSUS 

In 1799, the year of his death, George Washington compiled a census of all of the enslaved workers at Mount 
Vernon. Along with archaeology and other written sources, the census has become an important resource for 
historians to learn more about the enslaved community. Below, you will find a transcipt of a portion of the 
1799 Slave Census. Using the census, as well as what you learned during your visit, answer the questions 
below.  

Names  Ages Remarks Names Ages Remarks 
Nat Smith  His wife…Lucy…Dogue Run…Dower Tom Davis Bricklayer  Wife… at Mr. Lear’s 
George Smith  His wife…Lydia…River Farm…Dower Simms Carpenter  Wife… Daphne- French’s 
Isaac Carpenter  Kitty…Dairy….Dower Cyrus Postilion  Wife… Lucy… River Farm.. GW 
James Carpenter 40 Darcus….Muddy Hole….GW Wilson Postilion 15 No wife 
Sambo Carpenter  Agnes….River Farm….Dower Godfrey Carpenter  Wife… 

Mima…Mansion…Dower 
Davy Carpenter  Edy…Union Farm…GW James Carpenter  Wife…Alla… Mansion…Dower 
Joe Carpenter  Dolshy…Spinner…Dow Hanson Distiller  No wife 
Tom Cooper  Nanny….Muddy Hole…GW Peter Distiller  No wife 
Moses Cooper  No wife Nat Distiller  No wife 
Jacob Cooper  No wife Daniel Distiller  No wife 
George Gardener  His wife….Sall…Dogue Run…Dow Timothy Distiller   
Harry Gardener  No wife Slammin Joe Ditcher  Wife… Sylla… Dogue Run…GW 
Boatswain Ditcher  His wife…Myrtilla…Spinner…GW Christopher House Servant  Wife… Wife.. Major West’s 
Dundee Ditcher  His wife…At Mr. Lears Marcus House Servant  No wife 
Charles Ditcher  His wife…Fanny…Union Farm…Dow Lucy Cook  Husband…House Frank…GW 
Ben Ditcher  His wife….Penny…River Farm…GW Molly   No husband 
Ben Miller  His wife…Sinah…Mansion …Dow Charlotte Seamstress  No husband 
Forrester Miller  No wife Sall House maid  No husband 
Nathan Cook 31 Wife…Peg….Muddy Hole….GW Caroline House maid  Husband… Peter Hardman 
W. Muclus Brick Layer  Wife…Capt Marshalls Kitty Milk Maid  Husband…Isaac…Carpenter…G

W 
Juba Carter  No wife Alice Spinner  Charles…Freeman 
Matilda Spinner  Boson…Ditcher Betty Davis Spinner  Mrs. Washington’s.. Dick 
Frank House 

Servant 
 Wife…Lucy -- cook Dolshy   Husband… Joe…Carpenter…GW 

Will Shoemaker  Lame- no wife Anna   Husband…Living at 
Georgetown…GW 

 

1. How many different jobs can you identify on this part of the census? Do these jobs appear to be farm 
jobs or skilled tradesmen? If you are unfamiliar with some of these jobs, research them online to 
learn more. 

2. What can you learn about an enslaved individual by looking at the census? 
3. What can you NOT learn about an enslaved individual by looking at the census? 
4. During your visit, the guide booklet provided information about Oney Judge, Christopher Sheels, 

William Lee, Silla, and Joe. Try to locate them on the census and write down the information 
Washington lists about them.  

5. Based on what you learned about Oney Judge, why would she not appear on the 1799 Slave Census?  
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ADVANCED SCIENCE ACTIVITY  
TESTING THE REACTIVITY OF METALS 

Metal objects are often found during archeological digs, but metals react differently to air and other 
elements. At home, you can do your own tests to see how different materials react to the introduction of 
acid. Some metals will react very quickly and some very slowly by tarnishing or changing colors, and 
some will not change at all. 

What you’ll need: 3-5 objects made of different metals. Possibilities include aluminum or iron nails, a 
copper penny, or something made of lead. You’ll also need a glass container for each object you choose, 
and enough vinegar to submerge each object. 

Procedure: Place one metal object in each glass container. Submerge each object with vinegar and let 
them sit overnight. Observe immediately, after one hour, and again the next day for a change in 
appearance and/or bubbles on each object. Use the chart below to record your observations.  

 
Conclusion: The quicker and the more bubbles that appear mean the metal is more reactive, and is more 
likely to oxidize and tarnish over time.  
 
Based on the reaction of each of the metals in your experiment, what do you think would happen to an 
object made of that metal if it were in the damp ground for hundreds of years? 
 
How do you think the type of metal affects the archaeological record? Do you think there are any 
missing metals due to complete disintegration?  
 
What kind of metal objects do you think are found at Mount Vernon? 

Metal  Metal before 
vinegar 

Immediately after 
adding vinegar 

1 hour after adding 
vinegar 

24 hours after 
adding vinegar 

     

     

     

     

     


